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STATUS OF SANDHILL CRANES IN INDIANA 
JOHN S. CASTRALE, Indiana Division ofFish and Wildlife, RR 2, Box 477, Mitchell, IN, 47446, USA 
JAMES BERGENS, Indiana Division ofFish and Wildlife, Jasper-Pulaski Fish and Wildlife Area, 5822 North Fish and Wildlife 
Lane, Medaryville, IN 47957, USA 
Abstract: Historically, the sandhill crane (Grus canadensis) was considered a common migrant throughout Indiana and a 
locally abundant breeding bird in northwestern Indiana until 1929. Most of the Eastern Population of greater sandhill cranes 
(G. c. tabida) is thought to congregate each fall at Jasper-Pulaski Fish and Wildlife Area before migrating to Florida and 
Georgia. Systematic weekly fall counts began in 1967 and annual peak numbers have increased from 2,500 in 1967 to 27,600 
in 1997, with a record count of 32,600 in 1991. Fall migrants are noticeable by late September, peak in mid-October through 
mid-November, and most depart by late December. In recent years, maximum counts have shifted about 2 weeks later from late 
October to mid-November. More cranes appear to be overwintering in Indiana with some reported on Christmas Bird Counts 
annually since 1983. Recent nesting was documented in 1982 in extreme northeastern Indiana and is likely the result of 
expanding populations in nearby Michigan. The current nesting population consists of about 30 or more pairs distributed 
throughout the northern 2 tiers of counties, with most records concentrated in the northeast. 
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USE OF TRADITIONAL INDIAN TRAPPING METHODS TO CAPTURE SANDHILL CRANES 
SCOTT G. HEREFORD/ U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Mississippi Sandhill Crane National Wildlife Refuge, 7200 Crane Lane, 
Gautier, MS 39553, USA 
TRACY E. GRAZIA, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Mississippi Sandhill Crane National Wildlife Refuge, 7200 Crane Lane, 
Gautier, MS 39553, USA 
MEENAKSID NAGENDRAN,2 Wild Bird Society of Japan, 3024 Oleander Avenue, Merced, CA 95340, USA 
ALI HUSSAIN, Bombay Natural History Society, Bihar, India 
Abstract: The Mississippi sandhill crane (Grus canadensis pulla) is an endangered, nonmigratory subspecies of sandhill crane 
located only in Jackson County, Mississippi, on and adjacent to the Mississippi Sandhill Crane National Wildlife Refuge. 
Maintaining a marked population is essential to long-term monitoring efforts. Past trapping techniques such as walk-in traps 
and coffin traps were useful but not effective in capturing many cranes, wary of such obvious manmade devices. In 1998, refuge 
personnel recruited Master Bird Trapper, Ali Hussain from India, to demonstrate his low-tech, time-tested techniques. 
Hussain's traps such as the clap trap and nooses were highly portable, inexpensive, and frequently invisible to cranes and other 
birds. These ancient methods proved to be highly successful and safe. During a I-week training visit, Ali Hussain caught 10% 
of the Mississippi sandhill crane population using the clap trap and noose trap. Since the initiation of their use, these techniques 
have supplemented the arsenal of capture techniques and account for 56% of cranes captured, being particularly effective for 
older, warier individuals. 
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